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'As you set out on your way to Ithaca, pray that the road may be long, full of adventures, full 

of discoveries.' So the modern Greek poet Cavafy begins his poem Ithaca, and I repeated his 

words, like a spell, as I voyaged to Odysseus' homeland in search of the places Homer 

describes in his Odyssey: the palace, the harbours, the Cave of the Nymphs, Eumaeus' farm, 

and the rest. 

 

The Odyssey is a marvellous work of art. Does it really matter, when you read it, whether it's 

all fantasy from beginning to end, or is partly based on reality? Is it necessary to find the 

source of such a mighty river? Even Homer's very existence has been doubted: and until 

Schliemann entered the scene last century, it was usual to be fairly sceptical about the 

'truth' of the epics. However, from Robert Wood (who travelled in Greece and the Troad in 

the 1740s) to his namesake Michael Wood (who produced his TV series and book In Search 

of the Trojan War only a few years ago), there have been others, convinced that the epics 

are based on geographical and historical fact, and that an understanding of this will help us 

to enjoy Homer in a fresh way. You don't have to be as literal as the ancient Greek critic 

Aristarchus – 'Show me the sack Aeolus kept the winds in, or I won't believe a word of it'. 

Nor am I concerned about the various routes proposed for Odysseus' travels; the Cyclops, 

the Lotus Eaters, Scylla and Charybdis may once have figured in ancient sailors' tales, but 

they have long since moved into the world of fairy-tale. 

 

There are, however, other parts of the Odyssey that clearly belong to what Homer and his 

listeners thought of as 'reality'. In some sense, they believed that there was an Odysseus, 

who was king of the island they knew – and which has been known ever since – as Ithaca; 

that he took his men to Troy, and returned after many years to re-establish his kingdom. We 

can't, and shouldn't, ask archaeologists to prove this story. But we can ask them whether it's 

plausible – whether it fits in with the composite picture we now have of the Mycenaean 

world, and whether there is any evidence on the spot that could link it to the tale. 

 

Homer and the archaeologists 

 

Equally, it is surely interesting to look at the place itself, since Homer's account is so 

circumstantial. We can ask, even if the story is largely fictional (a 'lying tale', like Odysseus' 

own), whether the setting is based on knowledge of the island, or just made-up. If it does 

seem to be convincingly set in Ithaca, is this because the tradition originated here? After all, 

who can have told it first if not the bard Phemius himself? – so carefully preserved by 

Homer from slaughter – and he must have known his way around. Or did Homer send out a 



research team to gather local colour – or even travel there himself in order to get it right? 

Archaeologists have been digging in Ithaca, on and off, for over 100 years, and they are still 

at it. What they would love to find is a Mycenaean palace, like the one at Pylos. Even a little 

one would do, for Ithaca was clearly on the very edge of Mycenaean Greece, and the real 

palace might have been much less grand than that of the Odyssey. In fact, though there are 

several sites where Mycenaean pottery and masonry have been found, there is no actual 

'palace'; perhaps the stones have been used, and scattered, over the years. The most likely 

area for 'a house of Odysseus' is in the north of the island, above the harbour of Polis Bay. 

But if you were looking for further clues, what about the cave where Odysseus hid his 

treasure? Well, aren't we lucky! We have not one, but two caves. Oh dear. Doesn't that 

rather spoil it? And aren't caves two a penny in Greece anyway? Ah – but they don't all have 

treasures in them. In the cave at Polis Bay, which had long ago fallen in, burying its contents, 

a handsome bronze tripod was found in 1868. And when further exploration was made in 

the 1930s, more pieces turned up – apparently from twelve more similar tripods. They are 

not Mycenaean, but Geometric (900-800 B.C.). But they could well be part of an ancient 

offering to the Nymphs; Homer could have known of this, and built it into his story, as the 

gift of AIcinous and the twelve chiefs, in Book 13. There was found, besides, a piece of 

pottery of about 100 B.C., with the words 'An offering to Odysseus'; so this cave was clearly 

thought of by then as his. 

 

Meeting Eumaeus 

 

So much for archaeology. It can't tell us a great deal, though even these tit-bits are enticing. 

But when you arrive in Ithaca, all kinds of things can be discovered, and found to make 

excellent sense. Which was Phorcys Bay? Where did Eumaeus live? Where did Telemachus 

land? Where was the main harbour, the suitors' ambush, the spring of Arethusa, the Raven's 

Crag, Rheithron Bay (where Athena landed in Book 1), Laertes' farm? All of these, and more, 

can be located. The crag is spectacular, and Arethusa still has a deep pool with a handy 

bucket on a string. 

 

I even met Eumaeus, riding down from the Marathia plateau on a donkey. The olives on the 

terraces of 'Laertes' farm' are of immense age. The distances fit with the times and routes 

taken in the story; the landscape is still bare and rocky, 'good for goats', though these same 

goats have eaten most of the greenery on Mt Neriton 'with its quivering leaves'. The second 

of the caves I mentioned, Marmarospilia, is a more suitable distance from the town, though 

too far above the beach; it has the two entrances and the stalactitic 'looms of the Nymphs' 

described in Book 13 – we shall have to allow Homer to create one cave for Odysseus out of 

these two. 

 

You can even find the' School of Homer', where a tiny ruined chapel stands on ancient 

foundations – actually no older than 3C. BC. You can explore Mt Aetos, where the archaic 



city of AIalcomenae grew up. And how about a meal at the Polyphemus cafe in Stavros' 

Town – at your own risk? The island is a delightful place to explore, and little visited by 

tourists – whether you travel on foot, Eumaeus style, or hire a perilous but lively little 

mechanaki, toiling slowly uphill like Sisyphus, Odysseus' grandfather, and rolling down even 

more easily than his rock. There are plenty of books in which you can find out what the 

archaeologists currently think about Ithaca. Read them back but then go there yourself, 

Odyssey in hand. The two little museums show the finds, but the island itself is the thing to 

bring the Odyssey to life. Who knows? You might discover Argos' pawprints. 
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